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Basic concepts
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- Vision2050 could be background under all concepts rather than in center; more precisely the end of a spyral, made of 10-
years circles 

- in internal cycle, an arrow from Monitoring also to Implementation Plan

- in external cycle a reference also to Associations’ Roadmap and Implementation Plans (and to TYNDP); indeed one of the aims 
is to keep alignment and synergies among the other existing Roadmaps, giving them a broader umbrella;

- in external cycle (Deployment phase) a reference also to R&D projects & results by Companies (grid operators, utilities and 
manufacturing, who are all stakeholders in Etip Snet), with which Etip Snet is striving to coordinate efforts and planning; 

-In the orange box, “Execution” in place of “Deployment”;
-In the yellow box, “roadmap monitoring and Projects survey” instead of “Project Monitoring”;
-The box “Deployment Results” should read “Deployment/scale-up/market uptake of Results” without the arrow to Monitoring



Basic structure
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- The complexity of the structure could be difficult to disseminate in an easy to understand format that will appeal to a wider

audience. Possible solutions could be a) Restructure, b) Improve graphical representation or use concrete examples

- The main concept in the center is the scope, but actually it shows structure or logical architecture. Looking at the graphic one 

can not fully understand scope or the sources of the IO, IE, IR

- Remove or at least change the label “integrated” which is now common to all concepts; indeed the power system needs also 

Actions, Objectives and Enablers without an integrated nature, and Etip Snet Roadmap must be the envelop of all innovation 

efforts by relevant stakeholders, both those aming at integration and those having an importance only within a sector of the 

value chain.  So the acronyms can be avoided

For brevity, we will call this new structure “5-
dimensional Hyper Matrix” since it is based on 
meaningful intersections between the 5 
dimensions of IA, IE, IO, IR, IPT



Value cycle
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OK, both

They maybe merged in only one table



Architecture (question n.2)
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§ R&D is needed also in some sector-specific topics and non-integrated actions, so we need to compromis between old 

Roadmap (based on sectors: TSO, DSO, storage, generation) and new one “Integrated”

§ Assets and physical grids/components/equipment deserve wider and specific attention (planning, operation, asset 

management, environmental impact, etc.)

§ While the logical sequence of Actions targeting an Objective (or a set of them) is straightforward, the Enablers raise doubts

and perplexities, firstly due to their double nature as input of an Action or as intermediate output of an Action (towards a 

certain Objective). There can even be a loop (Action→Enabler→Action→Objective) to complicate things

In the slide there is maybe a conceptual misunderstanding in 

the Implementation Plan, which is not the place to give the 

list of detailed Enablers and Objectives: these must be set 

and agreed clearly already in the Roadmap for the whole 

Roadmap horizon. Differently, the Implementation Plan shall 

list and detail some of the Actions, those with higher 

priority/urgency/relevance as the first set of projects to be 

executed out of the broader view of the Roadmap.



Actions
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✓ Imbalance of relevance: some are very wide, some have narrow-focused; some address topics very central for the power 

system, some address peripheric topics, some are even improbable (thermal decentralised generation)

✓ Several overlapping, at least in the titles

✓ Technologies and technical issues should be at least mentioned

✓ Several specific comments in the full reply document

IA1, IA2 and IA3. There are aspects from many of the other 

IA’s listed that should be considered as integration actions for 

Markets (these could facilitate the integration), HV networks 

and LV /MV networks (for example, storage, EV, thermal 

decentralised generation has to be integrated into the 

networks).  A hierachy could be considered. For example:



Objectives
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✓ Several specific comments in the full reply document



Enablers
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- The 5 categories of Enablers are good as they recall closely the “Building Blocks” of the Roadmap version 0; however, the 

name Integrated Enablers (IE) is confusing. It is expected that the Enabler is an actor or a process, in anycase a pre-requisite for 

reaching an Objective 

- All the Enablers in physical infrastructures require a better explanation; if this means the technological evolution of the 

various components/assets of the energy system, then it is clear.

✓ In order to better fix the meaning and the role of the “Enablers”, it might be opportune to categorise them differently; for 

example, splitting them among Internal to the energy (or only power) system and External, i.e. needed from 

collateral/overarching Actors (Regulators, Policy settings, non-energy sector, …).

✓ With the same mindset, to streamline the conceptual sequence, the Enablers could be seen as intermediate Objectives, 

necessary to achieve the major final Objectives; the criterion for splitting between intermediate and final could be if 

impacting on final users or not. So there would be a linear sequence: Actions → Enablers → Objectives 



Proposed 25 Integration Enablers (IE)
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Roles
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- Based on the given list the name Integration Roles is very confusing. It may be changed in Integration Actors

- Grid Operators are also typically owners of the grid infrastructure

- The Integration Roles should be unique and independent from each other

- Several specific comments in the full reply document

One quick-win improvement could be to interpret Roles as Actors, meaning which subjects must be 

involved/responsabilised for each Action/Objective.



Project types
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- This categorisation is applicable to individual projects, which are defined in the Implementation Plan, not at Roadmap stage;

- This characteristic can be captured also with TRL, or at least it should be linked to it, in Implementation Plan

- In this way we simplify the HyperMatrix from 5 to 4 dimensions


